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FOREWORD

During the days before the Native American Graves Protection and

Repatriation Act (NAGPRA), the reactions I got from anthropology

students to what I d been writing about repatriation gave me hope that

American Indian voices eventually would be heard. Students seemed to

understand the rightness of the respectful treatment and repatriation of
human remains. Letters, e-mails, and calls told me that most of them
"got it." Although they knew that there was benefit to be derived from
studying human skeletal material and grave goods, they also understood

that academic freedom and the rights of scientists didn't supersede the

rights-or at least the expectations-that most people have when they

die and are buried: that they will stay that way. Students also were very

aware of the expectations of descendants of the dead that their ances-

tors' remains would be treated with respect and, if disturbed, would be

reburied.

In the late r98os, an especially memorable, very upset student called

from a small, well-known eastern college. She and fellow students had

planned a dialogue about repatriation between several Indian people

and archaeologists they hoped to bring to campus. \When she had raised

the idea with her professors, they told her in no uncertain terms that
the issue was too controversial and that they couldnt do it, going so far

as to threaten sanctions if they tried. I advised her that if the students

wanted to do it, they should, and that facult¡ members couldnt really

do all that much if the students remained united. I emphasized that
taking a stand or action always brings risk and that ethically responsible

people take that risk and bear the consequences, good or bad. To -y
great satisfaction, the students did indeed host the session, which went

very well, with even their reluctant faculty members complimenting
them on a successful meeting. I was more heartened by that student's

courage than I can ever hope to express.

As with her, many who contacted me had come to their views in
spite of what their professors had been telling them. Apparendy, in-
doctrination into archaeological science hadnt yet overwhelmed their
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66 Bendremer an/ Tltomas

be made to the community when pursuing the research and educa-

tional goals of the tribe, involving tribal members, and abiding by the

decisions of elders, councils, and government officials. In this wa¡ the

anthropologist acts to assist tribal people in their own efforts to explore

their past, learn more about their ancestors, inspire their membership,

and represent themselves to the public. Under these conditions, anthro-

pologists have an opportunity to mitigate some of the damage done to

Native American communities by our predecessors and fulfill some of
the promise of our discipline.

tüØorking on Pasts for Futures

Eastern Pequot Field School Archaeology
in Connecticut

Stephen Wi Silliman and Katherine H. Sebastian Dring

Even though collaborations between Native American communiries

and practicing archaeologists are nor yet widespread in North America,
the quantity and qualiry of collaborative projects have increased signifi-
cantly in the last ten lears in the United States and Canada (Dowdall
and Parrish zooz; Ferguson and Colwell-Chanthaphonh zoo6; Kerber
zoo6b; Moss and \Øasson 1998; Peck et al. zoo3). The passage of the

Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA)
in r99o and the ensuing debates about repatriation played a significant
role in prompting more collaborarive venrures in archaeolog¡ (Swidler

et al. ry97), as have explicit efforts ro creare an indigenous archaeology
(lVatkins zooo). However, we must be careful not to assume that all
collaborations result from federal law generally or NAGPRA specificall¡
especially when many of these latter "collaborations" are insread man-
dated "consultations." \Øe need to explore and recognize the possibilities
of collaborative efforts built on other foundations, such as cultural and
historic preservation or a recognition that multiple histories can be con-
structed in a political present. \Øe argue that these latter two elemenrs,

rather than concerns about human remains or NAGPRA, have created

a context for truly collaborative educational projects between tribal and
archaeological communities, and we join orhers in this volume in high-
lighting that aspecr. Educational and collaborarive venrures take a variery
of forms, as several chapters in this volume demonstrate, but we choose
to focus on the standard and, as some might call it, traditional North
American archaeological field school q,pically administered through
colleges and universities. The goal is to suggest ways rhar this venue can
be realigned for collaborative and indigenous archaeological purposes.
That is, we seek to make the field school quite nontraditional.

To structure our view of collaborative education in an Indigenous

4
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context, we turn to the idea ofarchaeologyas craft as outlined by Shanks

and McGuire ftgg6). The idea draws metaphorically on the Arts and

crafts Movement of the early twentieth century. Shanks and McGuire

suggested that considering archaeology as a craft would collapse the

f"lrã di.hotomies between thinking and doing, between sciences and

humanities, and between scholar and community by recognizing that

archaeologists craft a product-history-through a combination of

skills in using archaeological information about the past and a resPon-

siveness to communities (or crudel¡ "clients") who have vested interests

in the product. Those c can nations'

other archaeologists, or nd McGuire

GSS6) claimed that his esoteric and

ivory rower, while history produced only for public consumPtion and

mass markets is uncreative capitalism'

The alternative recognizes that archaeological and historical knowl-

these relationships make possible the production of certain histories,

and we must recognize the role of those social and cultural contexts in

the present as we attempt to study the past. A collaborative field school

i, oÀ. *ay ro enhance the potential of crafting archaeological histories

and to do so in a specifically indigenous archaeology context'

To complement rhe crearion of responsible and useful histories, col-

laborative archaeological field schools can serve as a mutually beneficial

endeavor between Native American tribal communities and academic

archaeologists. university-based field schools can benefit Indigenous

communities with limited resources through lower-cost historic pres-

ervadon efforrs, pracrical archaeological training for tribal members,

and Native oversight of research. Simultaneousl¡ field schools provide

undergraduate and graduate students with the opportunity to work
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closely with descendent communities, to examine the empirical and

political aspects of field methodology, and to think about more respon-

sible archaeologies. The latter espect opens a space to critically examine

archaeological field pedagogy and methodology.

Bacþround to an Indigenous
Archaeology Field School

In this chapte¡ we bring together strands of collaboration, methodology,

and field school education in a case drawn from Native American New

England. The context is the Eastern Pequot Tiibal Nation and their zzl-
acre plot of reservation land, located in North Stonington, Connecticut.

Community members rnvaryingnumbers have occupied and used this

reservation land since 1683, when they were granted (and relocated to)

it by the colonial Connecticut government following the decades of
dislocation, hardship, and persecution after the Pequot War of ú16-17
(Bragdon and Simmons 1998; McBride r99o). This confict marked the

beginning of full-scale European colonial aggression against norrheasr-

ern Native communities. The Massachusetts Bay Colon¡ along with
Narragansett and Mohegan allies, organized a punitive expedition for
earlier colonist deaths and launched an attack on rhe fortified Pequot

village at Mystic in 1637, resulting in a brutal massacre of Pequot men,

women, and children. Pequot \Øar survivors were either executed, sold
into slavery in the Caribbean, or turned over ro Narragansett and Mo-
hegan overseers.

This marked a turning point in the intertwined colonial and Native
histories of New England. Only in the posrwar years did the surviving
Pequots become colonially divided into Eastern Pequot and lØestern (or
Mashantucket) Pequot, community boundaries that continue ro rhis
day. The historical trajectories diverged radically in the rwentieth cen-
tur¡ with onþ the Mashantucket obtaining federal recognition. Easrern

Pequot families have now lived on rheir reservation for more rhan J2o
years and have maintained community and kinship ties that fan outward
from that reservation into the surrounding towns and cities in south-
eastern Connecticut. The reservation land remains mosdy undeveloped
toda¡ although some tribal members have houses along the reservationt
perimeters. This characteristic offers an unparalleled archaeological op-
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portunitl to study Eastern Pequot community and household changes,

continuities, and creativities over the last few centuries.

A critical feature ofthis particuler brand ofcollaborative archaeology

is the Eastern Pequot Tiibal Nation's navigation of the federal acknowl-

edgment process. In t978, the Eastern Pequot Thibe filed its letter of
intent to petition the U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI) for ac-

knowledgment as an Indian tribe, which would establish a government-

to-government relationship with the United States within the meaning

of federal law z5 CFR part 83. The Eastern Pequot received a prelimi-

nary positive finding for federal acknowledgment in 2ooo from the Bu-

reau of Indian Affairs for having demonstrated to the U.S. government

their longstanding community, political, and cultural Practices. After

two years of pressure from the Connecticut attorney general and three

local towns to extend the comment period, plus a series of Freedom

of Information Act lawsuits, the assistant secretary for Indian affairs

issued final federal acknowledgment in September zooz. As with other

Native American groups that have pursued this goal, the Eastern Pequot

Tfibal Nation compiled many thousands of pages of documentetion in

support of their claim (Bragdon and Simmons 1998; Eastern Pequot

Tlibal Nation zoor). The DOI acknowledged the tribe as the Historic

Eastern Pequot Thibe of Lantern Hill Reservation in North Stoning-

ton, Connecticut, and noted that they had an "unbroken history'' of
stare recognition as an Indian tribe, with a reservation established by

the colonial government in 1683, making it one of the oldest reserva-

tions in the United States. The assistant secretary for Indian affairs has

a trust responsibility to federally acknowledged tribes to promote self-

determination on behalf of tribes. Federally acknowledged tribes receive

benefits, per federal laws, to support better health, education, housing,

environmental and historic preservation Programs.
However, within three months, the positive Final Determination

was appealed to the Interior Board of Indian Appeals by some pub-

lic officials, local towns, and others on politically charged evidentìary

grounds. Although entering an unprecedented and unfairly long appeals

process, the Eastern Pequot Tiibal Council had interests in beginning

a formal cultural and historic preservation effort on their reservation.

Per U.S. Department of the Interior government historic preservation

guidelines and Eastern Pequot desires to document material aspects of
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their history to accompany what was already known through oral and

written histories, the tribal council wanted an archaeological survey of
their reservation to determine the kinds of archaeological and historical

sites present and their preservation needs. This context opened the door

for the collaborative project described in this chaprer, and archaeological

research took place in the summers of zoo3 and zoo4.After keeping the

Eastern Pequot in appeal for more rhan rwo yeers, rhe Internal Board of
Indian Appeals vacated and remanded the Final Determination back to
the assistant secretary for Indian affairs in May zoo5 based on questions

raised in the appeal.

Despite the tenuous political position, a third season of archaeologi-

cal work took place in the summer of zoo5 because of the continued
inrerest by tribal members and archaeologists in documenting Eastern

Pequot history and practices in the past as vital links to cultural life in
the present. On October t2, zooj, four months after having the final
acknowledgment subjected to reconsideration and an ironic two days

after Columbus Day and one day before the beginning of the Amerind
seminar that laid the groundwork for this book, the assistant secreraÐ/

issued a reconsidered final negative decision that rescinded the original
positive federal determination. In November zoo5, the Eastern Pequot
Tiibal Nation sent a norice of appeal of the final reconsidered deter-
mination and a requesr for reconsideration of the decision to decline
acknowledgmenr ro rhe Interior Board of Indian Appeals. In January
zoo6 they received a response from the deputy assistanr secrerary stating
that the administrative process of the acknowledgmenr peririons was
complete and the reconsidered final determination was effective. That
same month, the tribe also received a response from the Interior Board
of Indian Appeals dismissing the Historic Eastern Pequot Thibe's request
for reconsideration for lack ofjurisdiction.

Despite the enormous blows to the financial and governmental re-
sources that the tribal council had mustered over the last few years in
preparation for sovereignty, the Easrern Pequot Tiibal Nation conrinues
its fight for federal acknowledgment and ro redress what they consider
to be a serious injustice. The archaeological field school plays an im-
portant role in internal and external negotiations of that process as it
constantþ reveals the cultural survival and historical uniqueness ofthe
Indigenous community. Even though we have such informarion, we do
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not use this chapter to discuss archaeological interpretations ofEastern

Pequot history. These are better left for other venues. Instead, this chap-

ter shares some of our thoughts to date on the ?rlcess rather than the

Ê,nal product of collaborative indigenous archaeology.\Ø. want to focus

on how we can reframe archaeological questions, conduct responsible

research, and implement methods to meet multiple community needs,

especially in light of colonial legacies general to the discipline and spe-

cific to this Native American community. This turns archaeology into
responsive historical inquiry-that is, a kind of craft. \Øe begin by out-
lining the ways that collaborative archaeological field schools can benefit

Indigenous communities, as illustrated by the Eastern Pequot case, and

follow with a consideration of the transformation of field school peda-

goÐ/ that is possible in a collaborative environment.

Benefits to Thibal Communities

All collaborative indigenous archaeologies must place Native '{merican
needs and wishes in the foreground, from the initial conceptualization

of the research, through all phases of field and laboratory work, to final

interpretation and dissemination (Bendremer and Thomas, Mills et al.,

this vol.; see Harrison zoor). This is particularly essential, although his-

torically overlooked, when university and museum archaeologists work
on aboriginal lands and with Indigenous people. By granting singular

importance to Indigenous needs and wishes, archaeologists can ensure

that their projects serve the Native,A.merican community whose heri-

tage they propose to study. As we will demonstrate, this commitment
does not undermine academic research questions or methodology, but
rather enriches them. Here we outline three direct benefits possible from
a collaborative tribal-university field school program.

First, tribal governments can begin to meet their historical and cul-

tural preservation needs by using university- or college-based archaeo-

logical field schools with only minimal financial outlay. This is by no

meens imperative, since many Indian communities conduct their own

archaeological research (see Bendremer and Thomas, Two Bears, this

vol.), but it remains an important option for those Indigenous nations

that may not have the financial or technical means to accomplish such a
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¡25t< despite their interests in doing so. This lower-cost historic preserva-

tion strategy is particularly important for tribes without DOI federal ac-

þnowledgment who still want to begin a proactive historic preservation

program on their reservation or aboriginal lands. Since academic field

schools are funded in large part through student tuition and since the

instructors are paid by universities to teach such courses, these multi-

week field courses do not require that the primary benefiting group-
the tribal community-expend major funds to acquire archaeological

information. Howevet care must be exercised to prevent the money

from wielding too much power, as it is prone to do, in the collabo-

rarive relationship. In practice, much of the archaeological work be-

comes a "donated" service in such an arrangement. Although student

field crews can never be as quick in "data retrieval" as trained cultural

resource teams from private companies, they require nowhere near the

finances that the latter do when contracted to provide archaeological

services. This does not mean that we should misuse student labor; rathe¡

it means that we can derive from an otherwise necessary curricular field

course benefits beyond the practical training ofstudents. Besides, Iaying

this archaeological and historic preservation groundwork may later open

doors for historic preservation funds should these Native communities

receive full federal recognition.

Second, by using an educational setting to engage in archaeological

research, opportunities exist for training not only enrolled students but
also tribal community members who participate in the field project or

who become involved with the research planning and execution. At "i
least two Eastern Pequot tribal members have participated as paid in- ,;i
terns each summer field season in our project, and others, including ',.-'
youth and elders, have visited and worked on several occasions-(Êq. ^'.

r4.r). Taking time to teach and to learn while engaged in archaeological

research rarely happens in "contracted" situations because ofbudgetary
and monetary constraints, but teaching and learning are integral parts

of the field school experience. We simply emphasize extending that edu-

cation beyond the enrolled students. The benefits to tribal communities
are notable, particularly when tribal interns enjoy man¡ if not all, of the

educational activities that field school students have had to pay for to
receive academic credit. The participation of tribal interns provides di-
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4.r. Eastern Pequot elder Norma Pa¡rish and Eastern Pequot youth

Brianna Sebastian working with field school student Edith Thomas (Akimel

O'Odham/San Carlos Apache) in zoo6. (Photo by Stephen Silliman)

rect training in archaeological techniques, terms, and issues. This train-

ing does not presume that tribal members will alter their life courses

to become professional archaeologists, although it sets the context for

community members to take over their own heritage management and

research in the future. Similarl¡ it does not attempt to overwrite In-
digenous ways of understanding with the imposition of professional

or academic language. Rather, the training introduces Native commu-

nities to the jargon and methods of "standard" archaeological research

so that they can converse with archaeologists on common ground and,

similarl¡ can critique them. This ensures that academic discourse does

not alienate descendent communities because of lack of communication

with Native people while archaeologists continue crafting their histor¡
and it helps to close the gap befiveen professionals/academics and the

nonspecialists or public communities who interact with them.

Third, running archaeological field schools in a collaborative setting
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guarantees that the research design, practice, and results fall under tribal

corrmunity oversight (Bendremer and Thomas, Mills et al., this vol.).

Doingsuch research in a field school setting requires a discussion about

tribal sovereignry, both political and legal. Tiibes have certain govern-

rnental powers because of their inherent tribal sovereignty that may not

be unilaterally taken away by the U.S. federal government, but many

now struggle to regain or assert those rights, Specificall¡ non-Native

professionals and students should become familiar with the inherent

sovereign rights oftribes, especially as they relate to their land, natural

and cultural resources, and relationships with other sovereign nations.

These have tangible impacts on archaeological research and interpreta-

tions of reservation land because these elements form the crux of politi-
cal and economic life for contemporary Indian people.

Community oversight at the logistical and interpretive level prevents

archaeologists from conducting their research in a political, social, or

cultural vacuum and from presuming that the student educational com-

ponents of the field school are the only important elements. In other

words, archaeologists and students are no\M accountable to the tribal
community. For example, the mixture of archaeologists and Eastern

Pequot tribal members in our field school sets the context for mutual
trust and observation. Students work closely with individuals who have

personal or communitl connections to the reservation landscape, while
at th€ same time, tribal members monitor the activities of archaeologists

in the reservation forest. The thought of sending university anthropolo-
gists by themselves into the woods to dig on ancestral ground was not
the most comfortable feeling initially for many Eastern Pequot tribal
members. In the end, tribal members have displayed respect for pro-
fessional training in archaeology as a useful tool for their community,
while archaeologists and students have shown respect for Eastern Pequot

values, views of the land, and local knowledges.

In addition, tribal members participate directly in generating their
community history alongside archaeologists rather than waiting, by
choice or by necessity, for archaeologists to "find" Native American his-
tory and "report back" as the authority. \Øe find the latter to be a prob-
lematic way to craft archaeological and cultural histories. In our case,

tribal members help to acquire the information, feel that they are con-
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To avoid roo parrial of a view, it is important to describe the project

with Native voices as well as non-Native voices in order to clearly rep-

resenr rhe history of the people who lived on rhe land. sometimes a

story is told by an elder who remembers a similar area, dwelling, or

arrifacrs that may assist in drawing conclusions about the historical ma-

terials found. Other times it is necessary to acknowledge a Native pref-

efence not to speakabout spiritual and personal matters. \Øays to ensure

the collaborative balance include having jointly authored works, using

words of the people whose histories are being represented, or requiring

that academic and student writings on Native archaeological materi-

als undergo critical review by the tribal council before documentation

is finalized. All mastert theses completed on reservation sites thus far

have gone through this process, whether about faunal remains (Cipolla

zooj)t, ceramics (McNeil zoo5), or pollen and charcoal (Jacobucci

zoo6). Striking a balance between tribal preferences for confidentiality

and academic needs for publication, we both share in the commitment

that all benefit by making Eastern Pequot history more widely but care-

fully known in tribal, archaeological, historical, and public arenas'

This cooperative spirit is upheld by the independence of the field

school research as a university project since it ensures that the inter-

ested parties-tribal can engage

in a dialogue about esults from

multiple standpoint le and data

cannor be forced into any or all desired scenarios and helps counter any

charge that all indigenous archaeological histories are only political. \We

feel that "indigenous archaeology" is in part defined by having this space

beneficial one at economic, cultural, and intellectual levels'

Vorking on Pasts fo¡ Futures

Benefits to Academic and Educational Communities
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\Øhile benefiting tribal communities, collaborative tribal field schools

provide undergraduate and graduate students the opportunity to work

dosely within and alongside descendent communities, to examine the

empirical and political aspects of field methodology, and to think about

more responsive and ethical archaeologies. These are above and beyond

the traditionally assumed benefits of field schools, such as practical train-

ing in methods, regional cultural histor¡ and interpretation, as well as

the formation of "authentic research communities" (Perry zoo4) .Yet, we

want to argue that the field school has not had its pedagogy examined

carefully enough (but see Pyburn zoo3; \Xl'alker and Saitta zooz), and

that such reexamination is required in, and a result of, collaborative in-

digenous archaeology (Bendremer and Thomas, Mills et al., this vol.).

\Øe want to discuss two main models for the pedagogy of archaeo-

logical field schools. Perry (zoo4) recently offered one such model,

that of the "authentic learning" environment, which she outlines in the

context of the multiyear San Clemente Island field school in southern

California. This model emphasizes the development of a productive "re-

search communit¡" one that forms in the context of people-trained
and undergoing training-who coalesce to answer specific research

questions about the archaeological past. The focus is the "culture of
archaeological research" and the "methods and tools used to acquire

and interpret data." Although this model may be sufficient for certain
field schools and does capture the archaeological research process fairly
well, we argue that it is overly narrow with respect to collaborative in-
digenous field schools (but see expansion of this perspective in Perry

zoo6). Field schools need to be about more than methods and tools,

need to emphasize methods as social as well as research practices, and

need to reconsider the "culture of archaeological research" since that
"culture" has generated at least as many problems in contemporary
Indigenous communities as it has information about past ones. For
instance, Linda Tuhiwai Smith (rggg,) has argued for decolonizing
scientific research in general: "research is not an innocent or distant
academic exercise but an activity that has something at stake and that
occurs in a set of political and social conditions." These condirions are

particularly striking for Indigenous people as the subject ofresearchers
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of all stripes, whether archaeological, anthropological, sociological, or

historical.

A second model for archaeolog¡r arises from critical pedagog¡ as sug-

gested by Hamilakis (zoo4). Hamilakis does not focus on field schools,

but his words are pertinent to field learning environments:

Pedagogy in archaeology, or in any other field, is not simply the passive

transfer and delivery of produced knowledge no¡ the training of stu-

dents in certain skills and abilities, as the current dominant discourse

would have us believe. It is rather a socially crucial and politically con-

tested field of cultural production, the effects and implications ofwhich

permeate everything we do in archaeology, from the production of ar-

chaeological knowledges and the reproduction of the field of archae-

ology as a whole, to the economic, social, and political articulations of
our activity and its products. (Hamilakis zoo4:288)

\Øe find this emphasis on pedagogy as 'tultural production' and on

the "economic, social, and political articulations of our activity and its

products" to be absolutely central to a reformulation of field schools in

a collaborative setting. The creation of Eastern Pequot history through

archaeology takes place in a political present-it articulates with indi-

vidual biographies, community concerns, federal acknowledgment, state

politics, colonialism, nation-to-university relationships, historic pres-

ervation, land management, racial discourses, debates on authenticity,

public opinion, and many other aspects. Students need to know that

history is produced in this complex mix with particular methods and

by certain people rather than simply "discovered" in the sifted dirt of a

shaker screen. These dimensions all intersect at the edge of the trowel,

which is frequently held by students, and not just in the final write-up

of project results or interpretations (see Berggren and Hodder zoo3;

Silliman, this vol.).

As a result, archaeological field classes are prime candidates for a

critical pedagogical reexamination in the context of collaborative in-
digenous archaeology. Field courses regularly neglect theory as they opt

instead to focus on methods and the'þractical" side of archaeology. Stu-

dents often do not gain access to the theoretical choices that lie behind

field strategies, the bigger issues that drive the research, or the implica-
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tions of particular methods or findings for larger theoretical discourses.

However, the fact that field courses focus heaviþ on methods offers

untapped potentiel for a new pedagogy. Teaching skills in real-world,

hands-on archaeology remains a worthwhile goal for field schools, but

\¡/e run the risk of letting the teaching of methods replace the teaching

of methodology. The former involves instruction in the techniques of
"doing" field archaeology-how to trowel, how to use a line level, how

to make a plan map, how to collect artifacts, and so on-and most stan-

dard archaeological field textbooks offer useful manuals in this respect

(Hester et al. ry97).
The latter-teaching methodology-involves examining the deci-

sions behind certain methods and, more important, the implications of
using those methods. The most overlooked tend to be the social impli-
carions, which are just as important to the academy as they are to the

cultural resource management world (Chilton zoo6:293).\Øe argue here

that archaeological field methods are not just research practices, but also

socialpractices with social consequences. Yet, archaeological field classes

tend to implicitly teach students that methodolog¡r means only knowing
which methods work best to achieve practical and empirical needs to
"gather data." For instance, archaeologists have spent countless pages de-

bating the pros and cons of regularly spaced small shovel test pits in the

forests of New England and have batted around the question ofwhether
a plastic or metal line level should be used on that taut string tied to
the corner of a unit. Archaeologists are rightfully concerned about using

standardized yet flexible methods for obtaining the best possible infor-
mation from a field project.

Howeve! for collaborative indigenous archaeology, we must avoid
reþing on an instrumentalist version of pedagogy where students learn

methods as products rather than as processes (Atd"y, this vol.). These

methods constrain what can later be done with "data' in the labo-
ratorl in ways that few of us appreciate, much less reach (Galloway
zoo6:42-52), but more significantl¡ they may impact the perceptions
and involvement of collaborators and descendent communities. In other
words, the methods' process (the acts themselves) deserves just as much
of our attention as the methods' products (the data). Even sratus quo,
seemingly innocuous field methods regularly employed in archaeologi-
cal field schools may "do work' outside of "the field" in significanr ways.
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Despite archaeologists' rigorous attention to how we do our research,

considerable room remains for fexibility, particularly with regard to so-

cial and cultural needs. This is an especr ofresearch that we often do not
impart to our students. Part of that flexibiliry involves remaining open

to surprises, as collaborators mal perceive "standard" practices as inap-
propriate and confusing or may have their own merhodological requesrs

(see Chilton zoo6).

Archaeologists often cannot know how methodologies, much de,
bated in the academic literature and frequently "black boxed" as sran-

dard practice, might affect local communiries with different interests if
we do not engagewith or participate in them. An example from northern
California will illustrate. Dowdall and Parrish (zooz) argue elegantly for
the collaborative nature of archaeological research between the Kashaya

Pomo and the California Department of Parks and Recreation. They re-

veal that even the standard archaeological practice of simply showing up
to work-the most mundane and unquestioned aspect of doing archae-

ology-may be culturally significant. They discuss how the agency ar-
chaeologists agreed to abide by Kashaya Éhela rules that prohibited men-
struating women and husbands of menstruating women from actually
excavating, particularly on sacred sites (see also Lightfoot, this vol,).

Collaborative Methodologies and Pedagogies

\Øe can illustrate these various points about pedagogy and methodology
with examples from the Eastern Pequot Archaeological Field School.
The student-intensive archaeological research has hinged on efforts to
emphasize the social, as well as the pracrical, aspecrs of field method-
ology. The methodology is designed to "do work" in the field, the com,
munity, the collaborative environmenr, and the educational setting. The
features include modifications to standard archaeological practice that
meet community needs without radically altering data collection and
welcome interjections of Eastern Pequot cultural traditions into the
archaeological work. The modifications have gone a long way toward
forming a relationship of trust, mutual respect, and cooperative learn,
ing. The latter is critical because just as the Eastern Pequot communiry
had little familiarity with the actual practice of archaeology at the out-
set of the project, the archaeological team also had minimal knowledge
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of Eastern Pequot preferences and perspectives. The realization of this

karningprocess meant that we needed to maintain open dialogue about

even the most mundane of archaeological tasks.

The standard procedure for a New England archaeological field

project focused on preliminary reconnaissance is to excavate shovel test

pirs ar regular intervals, fill them in with backdirt when done, and move

on ro rhe next one in the series. Although care musr be exercised in
choosing the sampling interval, depth of excavation, and screen mesh

size for recovery, archaeologists take the practical side of dig-fill-and-
move-on for granted, particularþ when they complete a large number.

However, the Eastern Pequot perceived the methods differentþ-they
saw each instance as disturbance ro rheir ancesrral lands. They wanted
rc place an offering ofloose tobacco at each location that we excavated,

an act performed by the tribal historic preservation ofÊcer, to honor

. the disturbed earth (frg, 
.+,?)., This compliance required a new sense of4 ,rigii"r.. of otherwise"-urrá"rr. ,horr.l t.rt pits. The students played a

key role in regularizing rhis process, for it had to become rourine while
retaining its cultural significance.

The collaborative field school may also be an introducion for ar-
chaeologists and students ro unrecorded Native American histor¡ cul-
tural knowledge, and traditions concerning their Indigenous land. very
often, "at the üowel's edge," archaeologists focus their attention on what
may lie beneath the earth and often disregard that which is a naturar
part of the earth. Easrern Pequots and many other Native Americans
believe that Mother Earth consists of living things and natural objecrs,
all ofwhich are sacred. They hold that Mother Earth has sustained their
people, histor¡ and culture since the beginning of time. Mother Earth
holds the spirit of ancesrors and is available ro nurrure and inspire those
who honor her. All people and Mother Earth are a part of the circle of
Life, where all contribute and all receive in the process.

People have the responsibility ro be aware of this process. Therefore,
archaeologists and students who work on the reservation land must re-
spect and try to understand Eastern Pequot ancient history and cultural
ways so as nor to disturb this balance. In this manner they may truly
develop a more responsive archaeology and gain a broader educational
perspective. The collaborative field setting reveals the ways that past and
presenr merge in the exploration of the land, of Earth itself. \Mhat lies
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4.2. Royal "Two Hawks" Cook' the uibal historic Preservation omcer

in zoo4 and zoo6, applying a tobacco offering in an excavation unit'

(Photo by Stephen Silliman)

in the Indigenous land besides dirr, stones, and artifacts? some Eastern

pequots have noted that it is "peace" that they frnd when walking or

-oikirrg the land of their ancesrors. As a result, Eastern Pequot tribal

leaders were thankful when students made efforts not to unnecessarily

harm animals and plants impacted by the excavations and when the

archaeological team would cover excavation units overnight to keep ani-

mals from injuring themselves by falling into them'

To further orient the studenrs to the social and cultural context of

the field school, all participanrs go rhrough an orientation with several

tribal members on rhe first day before actual fieldwork begins. This ori-

entation involves tribal members sharing thoughts on archaeology, hit-

tor¡ and the reservation; personal introductions between all students,

archaeological staff, tribal interns, and community members Present;

and, in recenr years, a potluck meal. At the close of this orientation, an
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Eastern Pequot designee (Mark Sebastian in zoo3; Royal "Two Hawks"

Cook in zoo4 and zoo6; Bobby "Little Bear" Sebastian in zoo5) con-

ducted a smudging ritual, which involves lighting wrapped sage and

other herbs and wafting the smoke over students and staffmembers for

spiritual cleansing. To complement the initial orientation in 2oot, we

also arranged a meeting of the field school students with the Eastern

Pequot Elders' Council to ensure that students understood how elders

felt about histor¡ archaeology, and the land.

As we began to sort and clean the artifacts both during the field

season and back at the University of Massachusetts, Boston, during the

semester, the status quo of lab work shifted to accommodate a special re-

quest from the tribal council. Standard practice in archaeological labora-

tories involves going through bags of items collected in the field to sorr,

clean, and catalog artifacts and then to discard any objects-usually
unmodified rocks!- collected in haste or uncertainty that proved, under

more controlled observations, to be noncultural items. Again, archae-

ologists tend to consider this a process unwofthy of refection, bur we

encountered a new twist after discussing this with the tribal council:

Any items that we would have normally discarded into the trash needed

ro be returned to the reservation. These natural objects constituted part
of that historical and cultural landscape, and many tribal members held

the perspective that they rightfully belonged there. Ultimately, alI arti-
facts and other items collected will return to the tribe, but we now
include these noncultural items for basic repatriation. \Øe have also de-

signed the flotation protocol on campus to capture as much sediment as

possible from processed soil samples to then return it to the reservarion.

It is no exaggeration to say this poses significant logistical difficulties.
The tribal council also instituted an oversight procedure with respect

to removal of artifacts from the reservation. North American archaeolo-

gists take for granted that what they remove from the ground goes ro rhe

laboratory for later cleaning, identification, and analysis, but a standard
contract that Silliman was to sign with the Eastern Pequot had a clause

about not removing any natural or cultural objects from the reservation.
Silliman had anticipated that Sebastian Dring would say to just cross our
that clause once the process was explained more clearl¡ but instead she

reported back that the tribal council agreed ro our remporary removal
of cultural materials only if we provided a daily count of artifacts being
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removed. \Øe reached a compromise that met the spirit of that request

but was attuned to field logistics. fuchaeologists collect many artifacts in

the field, but often do so in bulk with little time to count and identify

every piece collected. Once'silliman explained this protocol and noted

that in-the-field tabulation would probably cut productivity in hall we

agreed on a daily bag count instead. This daily eccounting was regularly

monitored by the tribal historic preservation officer and witnessed, if
not also parricipared in, by field school students, allowing them to see

the ways that archaeological research Practices were also constituted as

social and cultural pracrices. North American archaeologists may abide

by codes of ethics, such as those published by the Society for American

Archaeology, that would prohibit absconding with artifacts and never

accounting for them, but real-world communities want their own assur-

ances ofethical and resPecful conduct.

Like most field schools, our project requires students to keep daily

journals. The journals served one PurPose of maintaining qualiry checks

on data recovery (as a complement to field form$ and of encouraging

students to keep detailed nores on their activities during the day (cf.

Perry zoo4:z4r), but they began to serve another PurPose in that stu-

denrs were encouraged to write down not just findings and interpreta-

tion but also critical refections on collaboration and tribal involvement.

These latter refections proved ro be some of the most illuminating of all

entries, as students recounted interactions with tribal members, won-

dered about politics, thought about cultural representation and identi-

ties, and reflected personally on how transformative the collaborative as-

pects of the field school had been for them. These journals are' therefore,

iik. thor. used in classroom seffings for pedagogical reasons. "Perhaps

the most imporranr contribution of the journals is that they encourage

students to see education as a life-transforming experience, a journey of

self discovery, rarher than simply a race ro acquire usable, saleable skills

and competences" (Hamilakis zoo4:3oo).

Many of these elements tap directly into a cenrral but often neglected

feature of collaborative archaeological research: re lations h ip s. Everyone

knows that archaeological fieldwork is an inherently social endeavor,

but the collaborative and indigenous environment offers unique chal-

lenges and possibilities. Understanding relationships means recognizing

that archaeology is a "cultural science"-or more pointedly for North
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Arnerica, is still a kind of anthropology-in the social and political

present and that it takes place berween people with varying interests

i¡ the process, content, and outcome. Consequentl¡ the collaborative

process must be monitored to ensure that all participants work toward a

willingness to consider, respect, acknowledge, and include diverse per-

specrives, philosophies, and interpretations during the project. Each

participant comes to "own the project" in his or her individual ways,

which is a better metaphor than simply ffying to "own the past." \Øhen

thevoices of archaeologists, students, Native leaders, and tribal partici-

panrs are heard and valued by all involved, the educational, professional,

and personal benefits expand in unique directions. \Øe are reminded of a

student who responded to a question from Eastern Pequot tribal mem-

bers about what she gained from the project. She did not say historical

knowledge or archaeological skills; she answered "selÊdevelopment." If
personal or community transformations occur during a collaborative

archaeological project, then the project has an impact well beyond-or
before-its final output of "interpretation." This is fundamentally im-
portant, since many participants in the archaeological process, whether

srudents or tribal members, do not or cannot follow through to that end

point (see also Berggren and Hodder zoo3). They draw out their own

experiences during the collaboration. \Øe can understand these social,

political, and even personal dimensions only by paying critical attention
rc the process of collaborating.

Conclusion

\Øe have outlined what the "ctaft" of archaeology might look like in
New England in the context of a collaborative tribal archaeological field
school on the historic reservation of the Eastern Pequot Tiibal Nation.
Our central concern has been to document and reflect on the process

itself as it has developed in our specific setting. Since archaeology has

been a product-driven academic discipline, it has rarely taken stock of
how these products take form and how the process itself may have had

eflects or implications in other arenas. The complex and highly variable

nature of collaborative and indigenous archaeological projects necessi-

tates that we pay more attention to these issues. In this context, we made
two broad arguments.
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First, in such collaboration, academic archaeologists can conduct
research that is rigorous, empirically sound, theoretically engaging, and

methodologicall¡ tight to meet scholarly community standards. At the

same time, archaeologists can make the final product-history-re-
sponsive to the communities in which the archaeology takes place and

to whom the cultural heritage is clearly linked. These are not mutually
exclusive, and in fact, these archaeological and cultural histories can be

coproduced by archaeologists, students, and tribal members. Doing so

requires open dialogue with communities about methods and data. Ar-
chaeologists have a tendency to think of methods as only academic or
professional considerations, but even the most innocuous methods can

have import as social and cultural practices.

Second, we argued that collaborative tribal field schools offer more

than the opportunity for "authentic learning" in a research commu-
nity or the necessary personal test to see if one wants to pursue archae-

ology as a career. Instead, they offer transformative pedagogical spaces in
which students can participate and examine the social practices involved
in the production of knowledge and histories and the political conrexrs

of history-making in the present. These can have significant impacrs on
the ways that students live beyond the field school experience. These col-
laborative field schools are also venues for tribal communities, particu-
Iarly those who have not received federal acknowledgment, to receive

reduced-cost historic preservation programs for land management and

preservation and hands-on field training to tribal members. To meet

these pedagogical and community needs, the pracrice of traditional ar-

chaeological field schools must be reexamined carefully and then re-

crafted acdvely in local settings, both to work on the past and for the

future.
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